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Client

PM of Ziva (former Lift&Squat) Bohdan 
wanted to connect QA engineers at the 
beginning of development to be sure 
that the product won’t have problems 
after each release. The QA process 
implementation was the main goal.

Team

It was a distributed team. All members 
were from Europe: four Developers, 
Scrum Master, PM, and Designer.

The process of choosing 
candidates

The main requirements for a QA 
engineer were a fast and clear 
response, structured reports, and 
experience in Agile development. 
The client interviewed seven candi- 
dates. Our QA engineer completed a 
test task in the best way and was 
selected as QA Engineer.
We were selected as the QA Agency 
and one tester worked on this project: 
Sergey Smaglyuk [Senior QA Engineer].

Flow

The platform features Web and Mobile 
apps. Each user can create an account 
there and use it in a similar way to 
Facebook: post, add friends, participate 
in competitions, talk to GYM accounts 
and coaches. 

Requirements

Creating and implementation of the QA 
process.
Functional/Logic/Performance testing.
API automation testing.
Regression testing.
Android and IOS testing.
Compatibility testing.
Browser testing.
Creating test documentation. 
Reporting statuses to the team.

What was done?

The QA process was implemented.
Regression tests were written and 
passed before each release (web and 
mobile).
Acceptance tests were created.
API automation tests were performed. 
All needed types of browsers were 
covered with tests.
Test documentation was created.
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”UTOR are a very good QAEs that can easily switch between the back-end 
testing and perform automation and front end on web and mobile. Will 
happily work with them in the future.”

The client’s key requirement was achieved: no release showed major issues 
on production; user’s feedback was positive.

BOGDAN BOROS
PM OF ZIVA 

(FORMER LIFT&SQUAT)

Results:
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0 major, critical,
blocker issues
in production

The first version
of the application

was released

1000+ 
tickets filed
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